Informing Healing Spaces Through Environmental Design: Thirteen Tips

Design isn’t just an aesthetic luxury in health care; it’s a core, health-related area. We’re learning that when you use scientific evidence to drive the design of health care environments and processes, you impact a wide variety of factors, from medical errors and nosocomial infections to stress and staff turnover. Medical care cannot be separated from the buildings in which it is delivered.

C. Robert Horsburgh

As noted in the “Surroundings” overview, numerous elements contribute to making a space a healing environment. Sensory inputs—what staff and patients see, hear, smell and feel all make an impact. Layout and architecture do too. Making good use of these elements is referred to as environmental design. This clinical tool focuses on key research findings that can inform how you, as a health care professional, can enhance hospital, clinic, and other patient care locations, but many of the tips are relevant to home or office spaces as well. What follows are thirteen tips, grouped into six categories. Even making one small change can make a big difference.

**General Principles**

**Tip #1. Give people choices.**
A greater sense of control equals less stress. If people can control their surroundings, e.g. if they can adjust a thermostat, choose music or TV channels, decide where they want to sit, or control the timing and content of their meals, they will be better off. Being able to bring comforting items from home, if desired, can allow for a heightened sense of control and familiarity.

Similarly, allowing staff to give input into artwork, room furnishings, and their overall work environment will enable them to function more effectively in their workspaces. One study found that nurses spend over a third of their time walking, so making items they need convenient to rooms will increase how much time they can spend with direct patient care.

**Tip #2. Enhance human connection.**
Having family and friends present supports healing. If waiting rooms and lounges are comfortable, if hospital rooms and post-operative recovery areas have more space for visitors, and if there is space for loved ones to stay overnight, this makes a big difference. All that being said, patients experience globally better care in the hospital setting if they have private rooms (which also allow family to be present). Courtesy, on the part of every single person in a facility, from the receptionist and housekeeping person, to the phlebotomist, nurse, and consulting team members, is of central importance.
Tip #3. Reduce negative sensory inputs.
The other 12 tips encourage adding favorable elements into healing environments, but it is also important to remove negative ones. Ensure that noise is minimal, including the noises of various medical instruments and overhead pages, not to mention roommates or people in neighboring rooms. Carpet reduces ambient noise, as does wrapping ducts, soundproofing walls, and ensuring that icemakers and pneumatic tube stations are not too bothersome. Remember that “hospital smells” can also be a negative input. Some people are not fond of the smell of alcohol hand cleaning gels, so it may be helpful let the alcohol evaporate prior to examining them.

Even remembering to humidify the oxygen flowing through the nasal cannula can make for a more comfortable experience. And need anyone mention the appearance/unwieldiness of patient gowns? For outpatient facilities, consider other elements, such as what the waiting room looks like, speculum temperature, and the choice of magazines people can read while they wait.

Tip #4. Ensure people can find their way.
Starting off on the wrong foot because patients cannot find your facility, or because people cannot find their way around it once they arrive, is not conducive to an optimal healing environment experience.

Art
The purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls.

—Pablo Picasso

Tip #5. Bring art into healing environments.
In 2006 a Department of Health Working Group on Arts and Health reported that the arts have “a clear contribution to make and offer major opportunities in the delivery of better health, wellbeing and improved experience for patients, service users and staff alike.” Art can offer reassurance, calm, and a sense of normality that may not always be easy to come by in a medical setting.

A systematic review of over 600 papers from between 1985 and 2005 examined the link between design and environment and mental health care and concluded that environmental enhancements do indeed have a positive impact on health and well-being of staff and patients alike. People exposed to art had less pain related to bronchoscopy. Art can reduce anxiety and depression in specific patient groups. It can also favorably influence clinical and behavioral outcomes, enhance staff morale, reduce vandalism and aggression, and make an environment feel more uplifting. It also leads to more positive perceptions of the facility where it is located.

Allow for programmable spaces—areas designated for the display of art—and consider how you might change the content on hospital television channels and what is shown on the TVs in waiting rooms.
**Tip #6. Allow art to be a diversion.**
The presence of artwork also affords an opportunity to focus, at least momentarily, on something other than one’s symptoms or concerns. Heart surgery patients in ICU’s had less anxiety, less stress, and less need for pain medications when they had views of art portraying landscape scenes. However, abstract art has the opposite effect. Videos, fireplaces, and aquariums are also helpful.

**Color**

_I found I could say things with color and shapes that I couldn’t say any other way – things I had no words for._

—Georgia O’Keefe

**Tip #7. Color makes a difference – modify it based on your intentions for a space.**

_Little as we know about the way in which we are affected by form, by color and light, we do know this, they have an actual physical effect. Variety of forms and brilliance of color in the objects presented to patients are an actual means of recovery._

—Florence Nightingale

Warm colors activate the autonomic nervous system; cool tones calm it down. Here are some general tips from an expert in interior design for using color in different health care settings.

- Patient rooms should have a uniform field of view. Ceilings are tinted just like walls, given that people tend to be looking from their beds during a lot of their hospital stay. Walls and floors should be soft and not overly reflective. People prefer soft tinges of reds, blues, and greens. Coral, colonial green, peach, rose, and pale gold are good options. Cooler colors are better for chronic patients.
- Blue and green tones can combat glare and enhance visual contrast. This aids the acuity of surgeon’s eyes because it complements the red tones of blood and tissue.
- Waiting rooms and imaging areas can be cool tones to relax patients under high stress.
- Pearl gray is a good for supporting color discrimination, so it can be useful in labs.

**Light**

_Give light, and the darkness will disappear of itself._

—Desidirius Erasmus

**Tip #8. Help people get sufficient light exposure.**

We know that photon levels influence serotonin and melatonin pathways, affecting both energy level and mood. Those with seasonal affective disorder are particularly vulnerable. People in hospitals and nursing homes have better sleep at night with better daytime light exposure. Multiple benefits of light have been found in the research, and a 2005 study of post-operative
spinal surgery patients found that those housed on the “bright” (more sunlight) versus dim side of the hospital had less pain medication needs and costs as well as lower overall levels of stress.15

**Sound**

*One good thing about music, when it hits you, you feel no pain.*

—Bob Marley

**Tip #9. Be mindful of sound.**

Sound has significant health effects.16 When someone is startled by a noise, they may still show elevations in blood pressure and heart rate for hours thereafter. Noise can increase patients’ perception of pain and the use of pain medications, may contribute to patient confusion, and certainly impairs sleep. There is some evidence that noise may even increase the length of hospital stay. Correlations have been made between noise and burnout symptoms, as well as headaches for coronary care unit nurses. In noisy settings, people become less engaged, less reflective, and less caring; they also tend to seek simple solutions and are more likely to give up on complex tasks they find distressing.16

**Tip #10. Play varied, relaxing music.**

Many health care settings, particularly outpatient locations, have begun to play peaceful music in waiting rooms and other locations (not including exam rooms). Music is known to have a number of health benefits, such as decreasing anxiety levels and reducing heart and respiratory rates.17 A recent Cochrane review found that, out of all aspects of environmental design, music was the area with the best research to support its use.18 Music seems to reduce emergency department “noise stress.”19 Some hospitals have introduced television stations for patients that play calming music intended to drown out other hospital noises. Varying auditory input is superior to quiet in terms of how well patients rest.3 Even the simple act of changing pagers and phones over to vibrate can make a huge difference.

**Nature**

*Just living is not enough…one must have sunshine, freedom, and a little flower.*

—Hans Christian Andersen

**Tip #11. Enhance connection to nature.**

Psychological and physiological indicators suggested faster and more complete recovery from stress when people were exposed to natural settings versus other environments.20 Even three to five minutes of time in nature can decrease stress, reduce anger, and ease unpleasant emotions. Views to the outside, interior gardens, and nature-themed artwork and aquariums can help, as can the simple addition of plants into a space.

A 2003 study revealed, not surprisingly, that patients prefer natural lighting and a window in their hospital rooms.21,22 Having those windows improves satisfaction with inpatient nursing
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Care, decreases delirium rates, and it is known to improve student and worker performance as well as job satisfaction.³

Other research has shown that hospitalized patients exposed to nature scenes, through a window or in the form of a painted landscape, had less anxiety, fewer pain medication requests, and a quicker post-operative recovery than controls.²³ A small study of 23 patients²¹ found that post-cholecystectomy patients had shorter post-operative stays and better rapport with nurses. They also used fewer pain medications. Soundless video displays of nature as opposed to a blank screen increased pain threshold and tolerance in healthy volunteers.²⁴

Tip #12. Incorporate plants into healing spaces.
Ornamental plants have been found to enhance recovery from surgery.²⁵ They ease stress in waiting rooms.²⁶ They not only enhance patients overall perceptions of their surroundings, but they also reduce muscle tension and lower blood pressure. They have been found to support “recovery from stress” within four to six minutes.²⁷

Tip #13. Provide fresh air.
“Get some fresh air.” It is an age-old suggestion, and one worth following. Unfortunately, indoor air tends to contain more pollutants, at higher concentrations, than outside air. Green design parameters attempt to remedy this. Getting fresh air is one of many benefits of spending more time in natural surroundings.

Conclusion
Increasing numbers of research studies are finding that environmental design matters. Use these thirteen tips to create an environment that is not only more aesthetically pleasing, but healthier as well. Environmental Design is an invaluable part of creating optimal healing environments for your patients, your colleagues, and yourself.

Resources
The following were key reviews used to inform the tips offered in this tool.
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